
ROSIE
Streamlined 
Integration Engine



ROSIE is a lightweight, containerised data 

transformation engine written in Python 

for transforming and processing any 

form of data that can be processed using 

the SQL language, eg. many Graph or 

Document databases as well as relational 

databases. 

ROSIE can be run as a standalone 

from the command line or loaded as a 

Python module into another  

Python wrapper.

What is ROSIE?



Enables any organisation that is moving 

to the cloud or is building a data lake / 

warehouse in the cloud to move data and 

analytics estate to the cloud  

(Google, Azure, AWS). 

• Moves data more quickly and reliably 

than using the cloud providers’ tools. 

• No need to use any platform-specific 

coding languages, only SQL. 

• No additional run costs of a cloud ETL 

only platform compute costs. 

What does ROSIE do?



ROSIE 
Python module or  

standalone

Transform 
and move data through any testing environment

Data platform 
Data is not routed via ROSIE

YAML file

Python stack 
e.g. Orchestrate  

with Airflow
Containerise  
with Docker

Step 2 
The YAML file contains 
sequential tasks written 

using SQL or  
shell-based  
commands.

Step 1 
ROSIE is triggered 

to fetch a YAML 
file by, for example, 

Airflow.

Step 3 
The tasks are implemented 

dynamically which can include 
conditional logic and CI/CD rules.

Data is moved and transformed 
from the source to the target 
location and is not routed via 

ROSIE. All data processing 
happens in the database.• Transform logic 

written in SQL

• Simplifies version 
control  

(easily git-able)

• Integrate data 
quality tests

• Define CI/CD rules

Step 4
Summary logging 

information is returned 
to ROSIE, such as row 

counts.

Source Data
Databases where  
data is currently  

stored

Target Data
New data model in  

new database

Step 5
Test outcomes and 

run-time information 
are logged 

automatically.



Benefits of ROSIE

Only SQL skills are required to create the YAML 
files which reduces the need for programming 
knowledge.

All data processing is implemented in the cloud 
so data is not pulled from the database and into 

the container’s memory.

Logging is automatic.

No need to use any platform-

specific coding languages, 

only SQL

No additional run costs of 

a cloud ETL; only platform 

compute costs. 

Easy to build CI/CD rules.

Easy to integrate into a Python based stack.

Easy to build data quality tests.



We are demoing ROSIE live 
today. Come and chat to our 
friendly team to find out more.
�Get�in�touch�to�find�out�more�about�ROSIE��
or�to�arrange�a�demo
www.datatoolkit.co,  
or email hello@datatoolkit.co
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How does ROSIE work?

ROSIE is triggered 
to fetch a YAML 
file, for example, by 
Airflow.

The YAML file 
contains sequential 
tasks written using 
SQL or shell-based 
commands which 
are returned to 
ROSIE.

The YAML file 
defines a series 
of tasks, as 
either primitive 
assignments, 
SQL, shell or API 
directives. There 
is support for 
case statements 
and conditional 
steps, logging and 
the setting of an 
exit status.

The tasks are 
implemented 
dynamically 
which can include 
conditional logic 
and CI/CD rules. 
Data is moved and 
transformed from 
the source to the 
target location and 
is not routed via 
ROSIE – all data 
processing happens 
in the database.

Summary logging 
information 
is returned to 
ROSIE, such as 
row counts.

Test outcomes 
and runtime 
information 
is logged 
automatically.



What is ROSIE?

The engine reads a single file of 

directives in YAML format and these 

are processed linearly.

The YAML file defines a series of 

tasks, as either primitive assignments, 

SQL, shell or API directives. There 

is support for case statements 

and conditional steps, logging and the 

setting of an exit status.


